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New Histories: Creating Video Work to Fill Adoption Absences  
 

CHRISTINE ROGERS 

 

Abstract  

Adopted at birth and brought up Pākehā, I discovered as an adult that I have Ngāi Tahu tūpuna 

(ancestors). Adoptees seek birth kin and stories to try to fill the gaps and absences that haunt 

us, so I undertook my roots journey, travelling three times to Riverton/Aparima, where my 

ancestors had lived, taking my video camera. In this article I describe how initially I did not 

find the belonging I was looking for, but through my creative practice of filmmaking, and the 

three short videos I made, I did connect to place, and began making a new history for myself. 

 

 

Introduction 

I was born in Christchurch, one of over 3,000 illegitimate children born in 1965 in  

Aotearoa/New Zealand, and almost immediately given away in a closed stranger adoption.1 

My birth parents were strangers to my adoptive parents, and I was issued with a birth certificate 

that listed my adoptive parents as my parents.2 With this severing, I was split from my own 

past, and absences and silences haunted me as I grew up. In 1985, the Aotearoa/New Zealand 

Parliament passed the Adult Adoption Information Act,3 and I began the search for information 

on my birth parents. At first, I was unsuccessful. Then, around the age of 30, with the assistance 

of a social worker, I met my birth father, Brian. This was when I found that some of my 

ancestors were Ngāi Tahu.4 I was subsequently enrolled officially as Ngāi Tahu and given my 

whakapapa (genealogy).5 This part of my ancestry lived in the background of my life until 

recently, when I began a creative practice PhD, and through research and creative practice, 

looked for a way to make this erased history my story. 

 

In this article, I discuss how in order to make this abstract history real to me I travelled from 

my home in Australia to Riverton/Aparima, the place where my ancestors lived and died, taking 

my video camera. Using the methodologies of creative practice research and autoethnography, 

framed by the concept of hauntology, I went looking for ghosts—seeking my ancestors in what 

I imagined to be an uneasy colonial landscape. However, at first, I did not find what I hoped 

for. I travelled three times to Riverton/Aparima, making three short videos (which can be 

viewed via links), and through this I brought the past into conversation with the present, and 

made memories of place that help ease adoption loss.  

 

Adoption: Absence and Gaps 

The absences at the heart of adoption have shaped my life. Betty Jean Lifton, told at the age of 

seven that she was adopted, repressed her painful feelings, and writes that through this she 

became someone “unreal pretending to be real.”6 In a national research study in Australia which 

surveyed over 800 adoptees, 70 percent of respondents agreed that being adopted had resulted 

in negative effects on their mental, physical and emotional health.7 The term “genealogical 

bewilderment” was first used in the 1950s as a mental health diagnosis, but it was taken up by 

many in the adoption community in the 1970s to describe the distress and pain of not knowing 

who our birth parents are.8 One way to combat this bewilderment is through imagination and 

invention. 

 

I have always told myself stories to fill the void. Anne Harris, a fellow adoptee, concludes that 

we are “narrative whores. For us, any story will do. Story is no different than history, lies, 
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fiction, and fact, because absence makes it all the same.”9 Story making is now seen as vital 

for modern adoptees, who are encouraged to construct a “life story” document to build a 

coherent story about their past. Interestingly, fictions are just as successful for helping adoptees 

build a viable past, and through this, realise a present.10 Meghann Ormond’s adopted mother 

responded to the silences in her past by obsessively collecting stories, documents and 

photographs from her birth kin and making a creative bricolage, building her own fragmentary 

origin stories.11 My video practice is part of how I am building my own origin stories, and the 

stories I am focusing on are those of my Ngāi Tahu tūpuna. 

 

I am powerfully drawn to these ancestors for several interrelated reasons. These are my birth 

father’s people, and I had a loving relationship with him, unlike the relationship with my birth 

mother, which broke down after several years. There are also complex ideas here around 

finding an “authentic” identity, as adoptees often feel unseen to others and ourselves.12 My 

Ngāi Tahu tūpuna tap into the beguiling idea that to have indigenous ancestry is to be “born 

from the earth itself” rather than transplanted.13 Certainly, many of us in settler nations whose 

ancestors transplanted themselves live with complex and contested belongings,14 as is the case 

with Pākehā, as Avril Bell has convincingly argued.15  

 

Autoethnography: Embodied and Intuitive Knowledges 

In this work I am “thinking with video” in creative practice research, and through this, engaging 

with different kinds of knowledges.16 Alongside this, I am using autoethnography as method 

and methodology, weaving story and theory together, looking inward to my own experiences, 

and outward to culture and society.17 Autoethnography is an embodied practice; researchers go 

out into the field, experiencing self and culture in practice.18 It is a practice that encourages us 

to tell outsider stories,19 and through this, ally ourselves with marginalised groups.20 This 

reflective methodology can help break down “mind-supremacist” thinking that devalues other 

more uncertain and subtle knowledges.21 Personal narratives can more fully convey the 

obscure, the peculiar, and the darkness of human experience.22 Stacey Holman Jones contends 

this work should be uncomfortable for writer and reader, and she urges us to “create 

disturbances” and make the personal political to encourage change.23 Reena Veralynne 

Kainamu writes, in her Māori indigene autoethnography, that she wants her research to sit in a 

space where there is “difference or conflict or awe or tension,” where it might get under the 

skin of the reader, allowing a deeper connection to be made.24 Certainly, travelling to the land 

of my ancestors and stepping into a Māori cultural space unsettles already unsettled narratives 

around identity and belonging. Autoethnography encourages me to go there, and to write of the 

frustrations and messiness. 

 

This brings me to an important question: is it my right to tell the stories of my Māori ancestors? 

I am essentially a “Pākehā with a whakapapa,” a term Tā (Sir) Tipene O’Regan was called in 

an argument with Te Arawa, to which he replied “I certainly wasn’t going to claim that I was a 

Māori. I wasn’t! I was Ngāi Tahu, and that was something that he couldn’t deny.”25 This speaks 

powerfully to the contested in-between nature of Ngāi Tahu identity, distinguished by early and 

extensive intermarriage with settlers.26  

 

Linda Tuhiwai Smith reminds me that questions about indigenous “authenticity” are loaded:  

These debates are designed to fragment and marginalise those who speak for, or in 

support of, indigenous issues. They frequently have the effect also of silencing and 

making invisible the presence of other groups within the indigenous society like 

women . . . and those whose ancestry or “blood quantum” is “too white.”27  
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This fits with the autoethnographic call to allow voices to speak that might otherwise remain 

silent and to tell oppositional rather than normative stories.28 However, let me be clear what 

I’m not doing. I am not what Paul Whitinui calls a “Native” researcher—I do connect 

genetically to someone who is Native, but I cannot “intimately speak about the cultural 

underlays/overlays associated with time, space, place and identity.”29 I acknowledge the 

privilege that my white racial identity has given me, but I cannot shuck this off like a coat. The 

space I claim is that of an adoptee exploring her tūpuna, trying at all times to work in an ethical 

way, wary of appropriating, re-colonising and reducing complexities to superficialities.30 My 

space as an adoptee is personal and political—my in-betweenness and ultimately unsolvable 

attempts to fit, to be “either this or that” reveal the vulnerabilities of all identities.31 

 

Hauntology: Ghosts on the Landscape 

Mieke Bal argues that a concept-based methodology is vital because concepts, or “miniature 

theories,” help “articulate an understanding, convey an interpretation . . . or enable a 

discussion” as they travel and morph between disciplines, scholars, and periods of time.32 The 

concept that I am using is hauntology. This is not Jacques Derrida’s hauntology, according to 

which he argues that the spectre of Marxism was haunting modernity,33 but hauntology as 

postcolonial scholars use it, allowing us to talk about the landscape as a place where the border 

between the past and present is fluid, an unfinished, contested place that contains “histories 

that cannot rest.”34 For Eve Tuck and C. Ree, hauntology describes the “relentless remembering 

and reminding” of a brutal colonial past that will not be appeased and won’t ever go away.35 

Avery Gordon uses it to talk about “lingering trouble”; violence concealed but present, and she 

urges us to follow ghosts as a way of “putting life back in where only a vague memory or a 

bare trace was visible to those who bothered to look.”36 Esther Fitzpatrick bothered to look, 

using hauntology to speak about the ghosts of her colonial Pākehā ancestors, hoping in this 

way to achieve some small justice.37 As an adoptee, growing up haunted by the ghosts of my 

birth family and the self I might have been, this concept is potent, and with it I hoped to find a 

way to “speak to the specter”38 when I visited the landscape of my ancestors.  

 

Ngāi Tahu, A Southern People 

 The constraints on word length in this article prevent a lengthy Ngāi Tahu history, but some 

personal history will provide context. One of my great-great-great-grandmothers, Meri 

Wehikore, “descended from chiefs,”39 was married by Bishop Selwyn to James Leader, an 

English sealer and whaler, in 1844.40 James drowned in Jacob’s River in 1852, and their three 

young children James, Eliza, and Elizabeth were then brought up by Captain John Howell and 

his second wife Caroline/Koronaki.41 In all likelihood they were brought up Pākehā. Howell, a 

leading Riverton/Aparima entrepreneur and Leader’s sometime employer, forbade Caroline, 

who was mixed-race, from attending Māori church services or associating with her Māori 

relatives.42 Elizabeth, my great-great-grandmother, married John Arnett, whose mother, 

Haerenoa Te Anu, was also Ngāi Tahu. Both Meri and Haerenoa were from the Aparima hapū 

(sub-tribe) in the far south, and they were part of a story that involved the highest rates of 

interracial relationships in Aotearoa/New Zealand.  

 

Early Contact, Early Connection 

Europeans began arriving in Southland from 1780, for the most part sealers and whalers lured 

by accounts of the treasures in the surrounding seas, where over one million seals were 

slaughtered between 1804 and 1809.43 But the real flood of foreigners came for whales—by 

the mid 1840s there were at least 800 men working around Cook Strait alone. Shore-based 
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whaling predominated, and settlements needed food and labour.44 In this early period both 

Pākehā and Māori modified behaviours and culture, willing to learn and compromise,45 and 

relationships between Ngāi Tahu women and Pākehā men flourished. In 1844, New Zealand 

Company surveyor Frederick Tuckett estimated that from Banks Peninsular to 

Riverton/Aparima, “two-thirds of the native women, who are not aged, are living with 

Europeans.”46 In 1864, when the final Crown purchase of Ngāi Tahu land was completed, an 

incredible 68 percent of the Foveaux Strait population was of mixed-race.47 In comparison, in 

census dating from 1861 to 1921, mixed-descent individuals across the North Island never 

consisted of more than around 14 percent of the population.48  

 

For women such as my tūpuna, a relationship with a Pākehā may have brought mana (prestige) 

to her and her iwi because of access to resources. John Boultbee wrote that “the father of a 

family will sell a daughter or two or three, if required, for a musket each!”49 However, first-

hand accounts of this time are almost exclusively limited to the white male voice,50 so it’s likely 

relationships were often more nuanced than this. Women had a great deal of say in the 

relationships they entered into,51 and marriage was used to draw Pākehā into whakapapa, 

cement alliances, and avoid conflict.52 By 1840, a particular marriage culture had evolved 

which combined Māori customs of public acknowledgement and gift giving with common 

maritime practices.53 Some couples married again when a representative of the Christian church 

showed up, as James and Meri did. These early relationships have left a lasting legacy—seen 

as “Pākehāfied,”54 Ngāi Tahu are still sometimes called the “white tribe.”55 It is to this difficult 

in-betweenness that both myself and my ancestors belong.  

 

Elizabeth, her husband John, and their many siblings were “hawhe kaihe”— “half-caste,” and 

mixed-race children were viewed by many of their peers with suspicion.56 Contemporary Māori 

terms included “utu pihikete” (paid for in biscuits), “huipaiana” (an iron hoop, also an item of 

trade), and “o te parara” (out of the [whalers’] barrel).57 Mixed-race people were, and Stan 

Grant argues, continue to be, destabilizing.58 A glimpse of the complexities of miscegenation 

can be seen in a letter in a local paper correcting John on a matter regarding the 

Riverton/Aparima Native School; “The school was erected for the Natives, not for the half-

castes.”59  

 

The Archives; The Past in Dialogue with the Present 

To begin to know my tūpuna I turned first to archives, and these were across the spectrum, 

from the official archives of Ngāi Tahu and government documents, where collection occurs in 

a closed system with complex criteria of value,60 to the chaos of materials gathered by amateur 

historians and genealogists which more closely illustrate Tim Cresswell’s “contingent, messy 

and permeable” archives.61 I had been given my official genealogy charts when I first 

registered—two beautiful, handwritten, A3 sheets which showed me some of the lines of the 

Arnett, Green and Leader families. Subsequently, I spent time at Ngāi Tahu headquarters, 

browsing several large folders filled with documents pertaining to these three lines of descent. 

Some of these were from official sources but many were informal; genealogies, unlabelled 

photographs, handwritten notes. Later, I would encounter informal archives again in the gentle 

chaos in the back room of the Riverton/Aparima museum.  

 

The archival research phrase of my research was fruitful, but the partial stories that I gleaned 

remained frustratingly abstract. I realised that I needed to travel to Riverton/Aparima where 

my ancestors had lived, to experience this abstract knowledge in a more subjective, embodied 

way. I wanted to see if the past was present in the landscape, as hauntology had suggested it 
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would be, and to build memories; after all, disappointing journeys are perhaps the most 

memorable of all. I hoped to turn a landscape, seen online in images and maps, a place I was 

outside of, into place, because as Cresswell argues, “places are very much things to be inside 

of.”62 I went there because I wanted to be inside this story.  

 

In undertaking this journey, I was using the ethnographic practice of participant-observation 

fieldwork; site-specific research where the body is privileged as a site of knowing.63 I was also 

following Tim Ingold’s argument that there is no separation between being and knowing, and 

that we can only know by doing—”knowing is a process of active following, of going along.”64 

I was “going along” to the far south of Aotearoa/New Zealand, to see, and to film, and through 

this I hoped to know more about my ancestors and about myself. 

 

I made three visits to Riverton/Aparima, and each time I took a video camera to give me agency 

and direct my travel. Taking a camera meant I would be present twice. Once, in the time of the 

shoot, and then again in the more sustained time of the edit. Pre-visit I was nervous, filled with 

an adoptee’s fear of not belonging. I emailed local iwi but had been unsuccessful in setting up 

a meeting. But I did not persist—I did not want to be rejected as the “pushy” Pākehā. Being 

adopted had meant losing the right to find out about my past, so this is a space where I am now 

very tentative.65  

 

Place, and Māori Knowledges of Place 

On my way south I visited the Ngāi Tahu research collection at Canterbury University, and was 

thrilled to be given my ancestral pepeha (formal introduction) by Nekerangi Paul, 

Kaitakawaenga Māori.66 I immediately saw from this how central place is in a Māori world 

view. A pepeha is a way for people to “bespeak our landscapes in which are embodied our 

founding ancestors,”67 and the Arnetts speak themselves in relation to Aoraki, to Te Ara a Kewa 

(Foveaux Strait), and to our far ancestors Rakaihautu and Paikea, who made the features of the 

land. For Māori, land was life itself—“there was no part of early Māori culture that was not 

touched by the land.”68 Whenua, the land where you are born, which also means afterbirth,69 

and where you live is who you are, expressed in the idea of Turangawaewae, a “place to stand,” 

where one has the right to belong through ties to ancestors.70 It was this power of blood that I 

was hoping to be connected into.  

 

Easter 2017: Visit One 

When researchers go out in the field, sometimes the theories we bring with us, vivid and 

appealing on the page, fail to speak, and cannot help us make sense of what we find.71 This was 

the case with the concept of hauntology for me. Rather than finding a troubled landscape 

reflecting the strangeness and complexity of my roots journey, I found Riverton/Aparima to be 

a lovely, placid, typical Aotearoa/New Zealand small town. There were suburban houses with 

flowering gardens, a rugby field, a slow winding river, a stony beach. Surrounding the town 

were green paddocks, bordered by mountains. The only immediate signs of Ngāi Tahu were in 

the museum and on the marae, the latter of which I could not visit, knowing no one.72  

 

Still, I had travelled with an agenda; I had five old maps given to me by Helen Brown in the 

Ngāi Tahu Christchurch office, maps of properties that my great-great-grandfather John Arnett 

bequeathed to his eight children when he died in 1895. These were pieces of land where people 

of my blood had lived, and perhaps died, and my plan was to find them and film them. This 

turned out to be an inexact science—some properties we had been able to transpose to modern 

maps, but others were more difficult. Two large sections on a map titled Jacob’s River Hundred 
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Native Reserve were now part of the municipal rubbish dump. Another was the rugby field. 

Another, pasture in Colac Bay, the road closed in front of it and crumbling into the sea. The 

last, labelled “HALF CAST CLAIM” on the old map, was also pasture, in Longwood, a rural 

district inland, indivisible from the paddocks either side.  

We drove (I was with my husband), I filmed, and all day I felt self-conscious, ridiculous, like 

an imposter. What had I been imagining, that the past would be waiting there for me, congealed 

in aspic, a living museum display? Barbara Yngvesson reminds me that for adoptees, the birth 

country can be “a powerful site where the potential and the impossibility of full belonging may 

be experienced.”73 The only place I felt belonging was deep in a stand of old macrocarpa trees 

on the edge of the rugby ground, where I was tugged into memory—of my childhood in 

Christchurch, where I had spent many happy hours playing alone on the abandoned property 

next door, beneath the same ancient trees.  

 

I took this footage home and for a long time I worked with it, trying to tell a story that gave a 

sense of the complexity that this land held for me. Certainly, there was nothing in my images 

that spoke of the “unfinished, contested nature of colonial and postcolonial geographies” that 

hauntology suggests.74 I knew that I needed to put myself into the work but also keep a fluidity 

of meaning—for the work to be an enquiry, not a statement.75 It was my husband who suggested 

I record a song as the soundtrack, and the possibility of the poetics of a song immediately 

appealed. I found “Davy Lowston,” a Victorian era ballad about sealers abandoned in 

Southland, in 1810, and I wrote new lyrics telling the story of John Arnett. I am an amateur 

singer, and the final song certainly has autoethnographic vulnerability! The final short film 

John Arnett—Five Properties introduces John as “neither Pākehā, neither Māori,” and I argue 

it evokes some of my feelings about my in-between ancestor.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Frame from John Arnett—Five Properties. Map courtesy of Helen Brown, Te Rūnanga o 

Ngāi Tahu. 

 

After the edit I became keen to return, but this time incorporating some of the costume work I 
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had been experimenting with. I had been filming myself in Victorian costume as a creative 

response to a nineteenth century hand-coloured photograph I have of Elizabeth Arnett. In the 

photo she wears an elaborate Victorian dress, no part of her Ngāi Tahu identity on display. Kate 

Stevens reminds me that it was seen as increasingly desirable, from the mid nineteenth century, 

for mixed-race women to “pass” in settler society for Pākehā.76 I decided to film myself 

wearing the kind of Victorian boots that Elizabeth might have worn. I acknowledge that I 

cannot pretend to know how Elizabeth felt about what she wore, but I was hoping to use the 

boots as a way of stepping out of my everyday identity, in the way that clothing can help us 

shift our self from one mode of being to another.77 I was trying what Vanessa Agnew describes 

as “substitution—the reenactor for the historical agent [and] the present for the past,” and 

through this to perhaps experience some of the haunting that had eluded me.78 I also hired a 

local drone photographer to gain a different view of the same properties; to try to see further, 

to see more.  

 

Winter 2018: Visit Two 

This time I travelled alone, taking my camera and the pair of ersatz Victorian boots, and a plan 

to film myself walking in the boots. Walking with camera is a method used by such diverse 

videographers such as Marsha Berry, Sarah Pink, and Dean Keep. Berry contends that with this 

method she works with “geographic ways of knowing,” and that it helps her express the 

dynamic, multifaceted nature of landscapes and our relationships with them.79 Pink argues that 

walking with a camera requires a particular reflexivity; for her the practice is place making.80  

 

This time I felt the familiarity of visiting a place I had been before, but I also felt shock at some 

of the changes that had been wrought. The large section of mature macrocarpa trees, where I 

had connected with my childhood, had been cut down. I was on Elspeth Probyn’s “threshold”—

no longer a stranger, but not belonging either.81 I also met several local Ngāi Tahu, including 

Mrs. Leader, a distant relative, and I was thrilled to see a taiaha (long war club) on her wall 

that she explained had been handed down to her from her (our) ancestors.  

 

After the drone shoot, I filmed myself walking in the Victorian boots; on the rugby field, 

through tussocks and out to the beach and through a nature reserve between Riverton/Aparima 

and Colac Bay. I was not able to walk on the other four properties as they are fenced off and 

private property. The boots certainly changed my motility—I felt constrained and precarious, 

especially on the stony shoreline. But at the same time, I moved with more confidence, no 

longer frightened of being asked to leave. 

 

Sitting down to the edit, I again struggled with how to show what this place meant to me—to 

show the picaresque but to talk of the complexity and darkness, and to “make the absent 

present.”82 The drone footage was beautiful, the bird’s-eye view a welcome reprieve from our 

earthbound vision. The footage of walking was lurching, difficult to watch, so I slowed this 

down, adding gravitas and a feeling of melancholy. I was most captivated by the images from 

the reserve. The bush had been a diversion, although it is likely my whānau would have walked 

there. It was here that I had felt a powerful belonging, where the edges between myself and the 

world vanished, a moment which Ann Game describes as “full and alive in its 

connectedness”—a connection, again, to my childhood and holidays on the West Coast.83  

 

Eventually, I decided to tell a story in voice-over that directly engages with the notion of 

hauntology. The resulting short film, Looking Forward, Walking Down, is an essay film, an 

autoethnographic genre which is typically fluid, questioning and open-ended.84 Looking 
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Forward, Walking Down is a meditation on place and belonging. I employ cinematic techniques 

of slow motion, superimposition and split screens to visually represent the gaps and shifts 

between the past and the present.85 Through this, and the personal voice-over, I hope to give 

some sense of my relationship to Riverton/Aparima, and what I found when I went ghost-

hunting.86  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Frame from Looking Forward, Walking Down, drone cinematography  

by Arthur Steinhauser. 

 

 

In early 2019 I decided to visit once again, and this time to try and travel out to the 

Tītī/Muttonbird Islands, as I had been hearing so much about this ancient and precious mahinga 

kai (food gathering place) and the food collection that continues today. I did not go with the 

expectation that I could land, although I had been given the names of two islands that my 

ancestors had rights to, but I wanted to get close.87 To do this, I organised a passage on a boat 

that was dropping muttonbirders off at the start of the season.  

 

March 2019: Visit Three 

It was not long after attending the funeral for my beloved birth father that I travelled for the 

third time south, to the land of his whānau, taking two cameras and my husband as second 

camera and company, anticipating we might be navigating difficult emotional waters. Twenty-

one of the 39 Tītī Islands around Rakiura are “Beneficial Islands,” where Ngāi Tahu rights 

holders, beneficiaries, travel each year in order to harvest the young tītī.88 We boarded the boat 

at Bluff at midnight, and set off to the west of Rakiura, along with around 15 birders, 3 crew, 3 

large dogs, and a great deal of gear. The night was cold but the company warm; when it was 

discovered that I was distantly related to local iwi I was asked who? What names? And then, 

among the exhortations to meet this person or that, someone said “you’re one of us.” What 

powerful words they were! 
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After a fitful sleep on a small bunk, we rose as the sky began to lighten, and an incredible view 

greeted us. We were still travelling south. The dark sky was touched with a rose tinge along 

Rakiura’s hills to our left. To our right, the first of the Tītī/Muttonbird Islands appeared, dotted 

in the pristine sea. Behind the boat, mollymawks and a few dark adult muttonbirds wheeled 

over our wake. We dropped anchor, then cargo and great containers of water were plucked off 

the boat by a helicopter. Then we began dropping muttonbirders at their islands.  

 

It was with mixed feelings that I watched them leave, full of excitement, calling out to each 

other best wishes for a good season. Janet Carsten warns that in trying to reconnect with my 

birth past, and make a new history for myself, I would also find what had been irreparably lost, 

and experience “vivid and painful reminders of the missing threads of continuity.”89 What I 

was witnessing was belonging in action, created through a reproduced, and shared, centuries-

old tradition.90 But it was hard to be melancholy on such a beautiful day, and when I talked to 

someone about how the young birds were killed, I was pleased to not be going.  

 

Home again, looking through the footage, I saw that that this time my images held more of the 

ineffable, that the immense mystery of the sea seemed to more closely align with the longing 

of adoption. In the edit I was pulled towards making a factual documentary by the unique 

qualities of muttonbirding itself, absenting myself and why I was on the boat. After many 

iterations, in the short essay film Near and Far, I found a way to tell the story of this unique 

practice alongside my own complex relationship to it.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Frame from Near and Far, second camera by Jonathan Roper. 

 

 

Conclusion  

Travelling to Riverton/Aparima was part of my roots journey, but lost belongings are not just 

lying around to be picked up like stones on the shoreline. The actions of searching and making 

are what constitute belonging—it is a material practice of piecing fragments together, and of 
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actively “(re)inhabiting” events.91 I saw the river that James Leader drowned in. I felt the cold 

wind blowing off to the sea onto the properties where John and his family farmed, and I 

travelled on the wide blue sea that my ancestors rowed through to muttonbird. In the 

macrocarpa trees and the bush, I experienced Game’s “self in connection,” an in-between place 

of being both in- and outside our selves.92 Yngvesson reminds me that roots journeys are bitter-

sweet, and that moments of connection alleviate what is a “process of self-constitution that is 

ongoing, painful, and turbulent, challenging any sense of a stable ground of belonging.”93  

 

But I argue that shooting video gave me agency, encouraging attachment; I looked in a 

particular, more intense way, and I captured moments of place to take home with me, and 

through creative practice, make mine. Filmmaker Chris Marker writes that rather than 

remembering the month of January when he shot Sans Soleil in Tokyo, he remembers the 

images; “they have substituted themselves for my memory.”94 Furthermore, in filming myself 

walking on the land I undertook an “embodied experience,” momentarily departing from my 

ordinary relationship with my body.95 Although I did not experience the ghosts that I had hoped 

to, Holloway and Kneale remind me that going ghost hunting is fruitful, and in coming up 

against “hesitancy and imponderability, excess and ineffability” we are given the chance for 

“newly charged lines of thought and enchanted modes of apprehension.”96 My “enchantment” 

with the place that my tūpuna called home was subtle, and only became apparent as I worked 

through the intricacies with my creative practice. As every powerful experience changes us, so 

this has changed me. I have written Riverton/Aparima on and in myself. 
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